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A Short History Of Laos
Etymology. The English word Laos was coined by the French, who united the three Lao kingdoms in
French Indochina in 1893 and named the country as the plural of the dominant and most common
ethnic group, which are the Lao people. [citation needed]In the Lao language, the country's name is
"Muang Lao" (ເມືອງລາວ) or "Pathet Lao" (ປະເທດລາວ), both literally mean "Lao ...
Laos - Wikipedia
A Short History Lesson on the Lanna Kingdom which was located in Northern Thailand and its last
capital city, which was Chiang Mai.
A Short History Of The Lanna Kingdom Around Chiang Mai
The flag of Laos consists of three horizontal stripes, with the middle stripe in blue being twice the
height of the top and bottom red stripes. In the middle is a white disc, the diameter of the disc is 4 ⁄
5 the height of the blue stripe. The flag ratio is 2:3. The national flag of Laos was first adopted in
1945 under the short-lived Lao Issara government of 1945–46, then by the Pathet Lao.
Flag of Laos - Wikipedia
History and Ethnic Relations Emergence of the Nation. The main parameters of the modern state
were established by French colonialism between 1893 and 1954: The French delineated the borders
and wrote the first national history of Laos.
Culture of Laos - history, people, clothing, traditions ...
An Authentic Asia. Laos retains many of the traditions that have disappeared in a frenzy of
development elsewhere in the region. It's hard to believe somnolent Vientiane is an Asian capital,
and there's a timeless quality to rural life, where stilt houses and paddy fields look like they are
straight out of a movie set.
Laos travel - Lonely Planet
In 1893, the Kingdom of Laos became a “protectorate,”or colony, of France, as part of what was
known as French Indochina. The Hmong of Laos—perhaps as many as 30,000—were heavily taxed
and oppressed by French and Laotian authorities.
Hmong Timeline | Minnesota Historical Society
A SHORT HISTORY OF THAILAND. By Tim Lambert. Ancient Thailand. The earliest inhabitants of
what is now Thailand were hunter-gatherers. However about 4,000 BC they began farming.
A SHORT HISTORY OF THAILAND - Local Histories
Laos Table of Contents. Laos, a landlocked nation that covers 236,800 square kilometers in the
center of the Southeast Asian peninsula, is surrounded by Burma, Cambodia, China, Thailand, and
Vietnam.
Laos - Geography - Country Studies
Wars in Laos This page only takes a 'tiny peek' at a roughly 20-year 'Secret War' in Laos that can
trace its origins of requested American involvement to around 1955 and its end 'Officially' to 1974.
Wars in Laos are known as far back in history as there are legends. Laos was originally part of the
Khmer Empire, , , and later absorbed into the Kingdom of Siam, .
Support Secret War in Laos - PreservingOurHistory.com
Laotian Culture The People . I t is reckoned that Laos has somewhere between 70 to over 100
ethnic groups (no one can be sure!), and these are divided into four major cultural-linguistic
collections. Hill tribes make up a significant proportion of the population, though precisely how
many ethnic groups actually exist in Laos remains uncertain; figures range from a government list
of 68 to ...
Culture of Laos - Plain of Jars
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PSYOP IN LAOS. SGM Herbert A. Friedman (Ret.) Note: The Smithsonian Channel requested material
from this article for a documentary on Vietnam gun trucks.In 2019, Retired Colonel Joe D. Celeski
used images and text from this article in his books “The Green Berets in the Land of a Million
Elephants: U.S. Army Special Warfare and the Secret War in Laos, 1959-1974” and “Special Air
Warfare ...
PSYOP IN LAOS - Psywarrior
Laos was a French colony at the start of the 20th century. It was a union of two former kingdoms,
Luang Prabang and Vientiane. The French administered it as a territory within the protectorate of
French Indo-China.
Laos Provinces - Statoids
Laid Back in Laos!" As far as foreigners retiring in Laos is concerned, the majority choose the capital
city Vientiane as the most practical option and it can be a pleasant expat retirement location with
the country's best facilities available.Cost of living has risen over the past few years (food
especially) but a foreigner on a low pension or salary (such as many English teachers) could ...
Retirement in Laos: Expat Life in Vientiane 2019
On this day in 1857, the United States Supreme Court issues a decision in the Dred Scott case,
affirming the right of slave owners to take their slaves into the Western territories ...
Dred Scott decision - HISTORY
The information on these pages should be used to research health risks and to inform the pre-travel
consultation. For advice regarding safety and security please check the UK Foreign and
Commonwealth Office (FCO) website.. Travellers should ideally arrange an appointment with their
health professional at least four to six weeks before travel.
NaTHNaC - Laos - Travel Health Pro
Arrive early morning and use some free time to explore. Choose from a range of optional activities
or stroll the city independently. Explore the rural lanes of Chiang Mai in a tuk-tuk by pre-booking
the Full Day Tuk-Tuk Adventure or experience the flavours and scents of traditional northern Thai
cuisine by pre-booking the Northern Thai Cooking Class.
Thailand and Laos Adventure in Laos, Asia - G Adventures
Short Gaps. A short gap is the perfect break for people in university or work who only have a few
weeks to spare for travelling. You can do all sorts of exciting things in a short space of time from
adventure travel, volunteering, learning new skills and more!
Short Gaps: 1 week to 2 month long gap trips with Gap 360
Sunday, April 01, 2018 10:34 PM -0400----- Update at least once a day... April 2-8, 2018 Energy and
mines growth boost Laos (Nation or XinhuaNet) THE LAO government says the country will earn
increased revenues from the energy and mines sector this year on the back of continued growth.
VientianeTimes.com -- The Gateway to Democracy!
history.state.gov 3.0 shell. Office of the Historian, Bureau of Public Affairs United States Department
of State
All Countries - Countries - Office of the Historian
The lush landscapes and winding waters of the Democratic Republic of the Congo are a beautiful
deception. Beneath these natural wonders lies a long and traumatic history of poverty...
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